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Abstract—Reposting plays an essential role in visibility boost-

ing in online social networks (OSNs). In this paper, we study

the problem of designing “reposting service” in an OSN to

incentivize “transactions” between requesters (users who seek

to enhance visibility) and suppliers (users who are willing to

repost if certain incentives are given), and maximize the welfare
increase accumulated through a given time horizon. We formulate

a mathematical model for reposting which captures various

factors like click through rates (CTRs), requesters’ valuations

and suppliers’ costs. We formulate the problem of maximizing the

welfare increase via judiciously assigning suppliers to requesters

from two aspects: (a) “user-centric” and (b) “platform-centric”.

The user-centric aspect deals with the situation where requesters

and suppliers would collaborate and share valuations and costs.

To address the challenge of unknown CTRs, we propose an online

learning protocol and achieve a sub-linear regret. The platform-

centric aspect corresponds to the scenario where users keep their

valuations or costs private. To address the challenges of unknown

CTR, valuations and costs, we design an “explore-then-commit”

online protocol which can be proved to be truthful. Lastly, we

conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the efficiency and

effectiveness of the proposed protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

Online Social Networks (OSNs) have become popular
venues for users to create contents and share contents with
friends, followers, etc. Boosting the visibility of contents for
users, i.e., making the contents reach a larger audience on
the OSN has been a heated topic [1]–[4]. Take SoundCloud1

as an example. It is a music platform powered by a global
community of music artists and listeners. An artist can benefit
from boosting the visibility of his music record, i.e., making
the music heard by more users on SoundCloud. For example,
record sales can be increased or the chance to get signed by
record companies would be higher. However, one of the main
obstacles to getting large visibility is that a content has to
compete with many other contents [5] and the effect of “the
strong get stronger” makes less popular contents buried by the
most popular ones.

Reposting, a content-sharing behavior, plays an essential
role in visibility boosting. For example, recently, an Atlanta-
based e-sports organization Ghost Gaming posted a twitter:
“Enter to win a $2,000 NZXT and a $100 gift card to the Ghost
Gaming shop!”.2 They also added that users who retweet this

1https://soundcloud.com
2https://twitter.com/GhostEsports/status/1161381978073116673

tweet would be able to join the lucky draw which offers above
valuable prizes to the winner. That twitter got 8k retweets and
7.5k likes. By contrast, the previous twitters posted by Ghost
Gaming not involved in prize-giving reposting only got about
0.1k likes on average. Obviously, this twitter successfully
stimulated many users to repost, so that the content could
finally reach much more users and get much more likes. One
can refer to [6] for more examples that show the power of
reposting on Twitter.

Reposting services prevail in OSNs in a variety of forms.
For example, RepostExchange3 is a platform powered by
requesters and suppliers from SoundCloud, where requesters
are SoundCloud artists who will pay other users for reposting,
and suppliers are SoundCloud users who will repost music if
certain rewards are given. The payment and the reward are
in a form called “credit”, which serves as the currency on
RepostExchange. Another example is Sina Weibo4 in China, a
microblogging platform similar to Twitter. The platform offers
an official service named WeiTask5, where Weibo users can
opt to participate. Requesters can launch recruitment to call for
reposting, and the platform would select suppliers. If selected
suppliers repost the content, they would receive rewards.

Note that the above-mentioned reposting services use simple
heuristic pricing mechanisms, whose efficiency and effective-
ness have no theoretical guarantees. Having no theoretical
guarantees may lead the system to a “socially sub-optimal”
state, which hurts the ecosystem of OSNs. Thus, it is important
to design theoretically efficient and effective mechanisms.
To the best of our knowledge, few works have studied this
problem (please refer to Section VI for a more elaboration).
In this paper, we design protocols to incentivize reposting of
contents with theoretical guarantees. We assume all the users
are rational. Specifically, there is a set of requesters who are
content creators and want to increase their content visibility
by requesting other users to repost. There is also a set of
suppliers who are willing to repost requesters’ contents when
certain reward is offered. A content is visible to the neighbors
of the user who posts or reposts it. If a supplier s reposts
requester r’s contents, the visibility increase of r’s content is
the marginal increase of the number of users to whom the

3https://repostexchange.com
4https://weibo.com
5https://weirenwu.weibo.com978-1-6654-8234-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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content is visible. Click is the actual action that users would
take after viewing the post, which eventually contributes to the
revenue of content creators. Without loss of generality, we use
click to model a range of beneficial behaviors after viewing
the content. For example, it can model a thumbs up to show
agreement on the opinion of a post, or purchasing behavior
after viewing an advertising post. We use click through rate
(CTR) to denote the probability of a click after viewing the
post. A requester has a personal unit valuation for each click
received and a supplier has a personal unit cost for each click
contributed by his reposting. The objective is to maximize
the social welfare increase accumulated throughout T 2 N+

rounds, which is the total valuations increase of requesters
minus the total cost of suppliers. The decision variable is the
assignment from suppliers to requesters.

We formulate the decision problem from two different as-
pects: (a) “user-centric” and (b) “platform-centric”. The user-
centric aspect deals with the situation where requesters and
suppliers collaborate on searching for the optimal assignment
among them. In this setting, requesters and suppliers would
share their valuations and costs, e.g., they can set up social
groups and report their valuations or costs. One challenge
in searching for the optimal assignment is that the CTRs
are unknown, making the social welfare increase unable to
be calculated. We propose an online learning protocol to
address this challenge. Our online learning protocol is built
on the observation that the outcome of each assignment
from suppliers to requesters reveals samples on the CTRs of
requesters who are assigned at least one supplier. Note that
for those requesters who are assigned no supplier at all, no
sample on their CTRs is revealed. This leads to the challenge
of balancing the exploration vs. exploitation tradeoff. In our
online learning protocol, we employ a combinatorial multi-
armed bandit algorithm to address this challenge. We also
prove that our proposed protocol enjoys a sub-linear regret.
The platform-centric aspect corresponds to the setting where
requesters and suppliers do not collaborate and there exists a
service like RepostExchange to determine the assignments. In
this setting, requesters and suppliers would be asked to report
(not necessarily truthfully) their unit valuations and costs
to the service. Compared to the user-centric aspect, besides
the challenge of unknown CTR, one extra challenge is that
requesters and suppliers usually do not have the incentive to
report truthfully. We design a truthful “explore-then-commit”
online protocol to address these challenges. In the exploration
phase, our protocol uses several rounds to estimate the CTRs.
In the commit phase, our protocol uses a charging and re-
warding scheme which can incentivize requesters and suppliers
to report their true unit valuations and costs. We also prove
the regret for this truthful online protocol. Lastly, we conduct
extensive experiments on real-world datasets to evaluate the
efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed protocols. The
highlight of our contributions include:

• We formulate the mathematical model and the welfare
increase maximization problem for the reposting service

from both the user-centric and platform-centric aspects.
• We propose an online learning protocol with a probable

sub-linear regret to address the challenge of unknown
CTR for the user-centric aspect.

• We propose a truthful “explore-then-commit” online pro-
tocol with a sub-linear regret to address the challenge of
unknown unit valuations and costs as well as unknown
CTRs for the platform-centric aspect.

• We conduct experiments on the efficiency and effective-
ness of the proposed protocols over real-world datasets.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II presents the mathematical model of reposting service
in OSNs and problem formulation. Section III presents the
online protocol for user-centric welfare increase maximization.
Section IV presents the online incentive protocol for platform-
centric welfare increase maximization. Section V shows exper-
iments on real-world OSNs. Section VI gives discussions on
related literatures. Section VIII concludes.

II. MODEL & PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first present the mathematical model
of reposting service which qualities the visibility, valuations,
costs, CTRs, welfare increase, etc. Then we formulate the
problem of assigning suppliers to requesters from both user-
centric and platform-centric aspects.

A. The Model of Reposting Service
Consider an OSN characterized by a directed and un-

weighted graph G , (U , E), where U , {1, . . . , N} denotes
a set of N 2 N+ users and E ✓ U ⇥U denotes a set of edges
between users. On Twitter like OSNs, a direct edge (v, u)
represents user v follows user u. On Facebook like OSNs,
a friendship link between u and v can be modeled by two
directed edges (u, v) and (v, u). The set of incoming neighbors
of user u 2 U is denoted by

Nu , {v|v 2 U , (v, u) 2 E}.

Content posted by user u is visible to his incoming neigh-
bors Nu, and this content can also be visible to the incoming
neighbors of user v, i.e., Nv , if user v reposts it. However,
the reposting behavior should not be taken for granted, since
reposting is associated with some cost, e.g., the time, the social
pressure of potentially annoying their incoming neighbors, etc.
Let R ✓ U denote a set of requesters who call for reposting to
boost the visibility and are willing to pay for that. Let S ✓ U
denote a set of suppliers who are willing to repost a content
if some financial reward is provided. We then give the formal
definition of visibility.

Definition 1 (Visible set and visibility). If supplier s 2 S[{0}
reposts a content created by requester r 2 R, the visible set
of this content is defined as

Vr(s) , Nr [Ns,

where s = 0 is to model that no supplier reposts this content
and correspondingly, N0 = ;. The visibility of this content is
the cardinality of the visible set |Vr(s)|.
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Among the visible set of r’s content, some users would click
on this content. This fraction also can be interpreted as the
probability of receiving a click once the content is viewed,
and it is called the click through rate (CTR). We assume that
this probability only depends on the content creator. Let ✓r

denote the CTR of a content created by requester r, which
reflects the overall content quality (i.e., attractiveness) of r.
Each requester r has a normalized unit valuation vr 2 [0, 1]
for each click of his content. Each supplier s has a normalized
unit cost cs 2 [0, 1] for each increased click from his incoming
neighbors. For ease of presentation, we denote the CTR vector,
valuation vector and cost vector respectively as

✓ , (✓r : r 2 R), v , (vr : r 2 R), c , (cs : s 2 S).

We consider a total number of T 2 N+ rounds of assigning
suppliers to requesters. Each round t 2 [T ] , {1, . . . , T} is
associated with the same set of requesters R and the same set
of suppliers S . For the ease of presentation, we assume that
users who are not suppliers, i.e., U \S , do not repost contents
when no payment is made. This assumption only simplifies
the calculation of the visible set of content. If users who
are not suppliers repost contents, then a content will spread
faster in an OSN. In each round t, each requester creates
and posts a new content. Without loss of generality, in each
round, each requester is allowed to have at most one supplier
repost his content, and a supplier is allowed to repost at most
one requester’s content. Note that this assumption is not a
restriction, because the following trick of virtual requesters
or virtual suppliers can handle the setting that a requester
has multiple contents to repost or a supplier would like to
repost multiple contents. In a situation where a requester has
multiple contents, one can create multiple virtual copies of
this requester while satisfying that each virtual requester has
only one content to repost. In a situation where a supplier
would like to repost multiple contents, one can create multiple
virtual copies of this supplier while satisfying that each virtual
supplier would repost only one content. Let at,r 2 S [ {0}
denote the supplier assigned to requester r in round t. Here
at,r = 0 models that no supplier is assigned to requester r in
round t. Denote the requesters who are assigned a supplier in
round t as

R0
t = {r|r 2 R, at,r 6= 0}.

Denote the assignment profile in round t as

at = (at,r : r 2 R).

We define a valid assignment profile as follows.

Definition 2 (Valid assignment profiles). An assignment pro-
file at is valid if it satisfies:

|{r|at,r = s, r 2 R}|  1, 8s 2 S, 8t 2 [T ]. (1)

Condition (1) states that in a valid assignment profile, each
supplier is assigned to at most one requester in each time
step. We denote the set of all valid assignment profiles by

A , {a|a satisfies Eq. (1)}.

Given time step t, we use S(r,at,r) to denote the visibility in-
crease of requester r due to supplier at,r’s reposting, formally

S(r,at,r) , |Nat,r \ Nr|.

Let V (r, at,r) denote the corresponding expected valuation
increase of requester r, formally

V (r, at,r) , S(r,at,r)✓rvr.

Let C(r, at,r) denote the corresponding expected cost of
supplier at,r for reposting r’s content, formally

C(r, at,r) , S(r,at,r)✓rcat,r .

Then, V (r, at,r) � C(r, at,r) quantifies the overall expected
benefit of the requester-supplier pair (r, at,r) due to assign-
ing supplier at,r to requester r. Thus, the expected welfare
increase associated with assignment profile at is denoted by

W (at) =
X

r2R

�
V (r, at,r)� C(r, at,r)

�
.

Finally, we denote the expected welfare increase accumulated
throughout T time steps associated with the assignment profile
sequence a1, . . . ,aT as

WT =
X

t2[T ]

W (at),

which is the objective to maximize in the reposting service.

B. Problem Formulation
We formulate the assignment problem to maximize the

cumulative welfare increase from both the user-centric and
platform-centric aspects.
User-centric welfare increase maximization. We consider
the problem that requesters and suppliers collaborate to maxi-
mize their total benefits, i.e., the welfare increase. They would
share their unit valuations and unit costs, but they do not know
the CTR vector ✓. The challenge is to estimate the CTRs and
maximize the cumulative welfare increase simultaneously. The
optimal assignment profile can be stated as

a⇤ 2 argmax
a2A

W (a).

Our objective is to design a protocol to select a sequence of
assignment profiles (at, t 2 [T ]) to minimize the regret, which
is defined as follows:

RT ,
TX

t=1

(W (a⇤)�W (at)). (2)

Minimizing regret RT is equivalent to maximizing welfare
increase WT , since regret RT quantifies how well our pro-
tocols compared with the optimal assignment which has full
knowledge. One can directly compare different methods using
regret which can contribute to a better theoretical conclusion.
Platform-centric welfare increase maximization. We con-
sider the problem that requesters and suppliers do not collab-
orate, i.e., they do not share unit valuations and unit costs. In
this case, we design a reposting service for the platform to
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determine the assignment profiles. Compared with the user-
centric setting, one additional challenge is that requesters’
valuations and suppliers’ costs are unknown to the platform.
Our objective is to design a protocol to solicit the unit
valuations and unit costs and also estimate the CTRs so that we
can maximize the cumulative welfare increase or equivalently
minimize the regret. Formally, the protocol is parameterized
by charging scheme pt , (pt,r : r 2 R), and reward scheme
qt , (qt,s : s 2 S), where pt,r, qt,s 2 [0, 1], 8t 2 [T ].
More specifically, at time step t, each requester is charged
pt,r for each of his clicks increased due to the assignment,
and each supplier is rewarded qt,s for each increased click
contributed by him. The goal is to design a charging and
reward scheme to incentivize requesters and suppliers to report
their unit valuations and unit costs truthfully.

III. USER-CENTRIC WELFARE INCREASE MAXIMIZATION

In this section, we study the problem of user-centric welfare
increase maximization, where requesters and suppliers share
their unit valuations and unit cost. We start from a warm-
up case where the CTR vector ✓ is accessible, then design a
protocol to address the challenge of unknown ✓.

A. Offline Optimal Assignment Protocol

Optimal assignment. We first consider the setting that the
CTR vector ✓ is known to users and the goal is to design
a protocol that can find out the optimal assignment a⇤ to
maximize the welfare increase. This protocol serves as a
building block to study the setting that ✓ is unknown to users.
Note that under this setting with full knowledge there is no
need to vary the assignment with time step t, and the welfare
increases in different time steps are identical. Thus, we omit
the subscript or superscript of t for ease of presentation.

To facilitate the protocol design, we first construct a com-
plete weighted and undirected bipartite graph denoted by
B = (R,S,E), where R and S are two disjoint node
sets representing requesters and suppliers respectively, and
E , [er,s : r 2 R, s 2 S] denotes the weights. The weight of
edge (r, s) is set as

er,s = V (r, s)� C(r, s),

which is the expected welfare increase of requester-supplier
pair (r, s). We define a matching in the bipartite graph B as
follows.

Definition 3 (Matching). The edge set M ✓ R⇥S of graph B
is a matching if it satisfies that |{s|(r, s) 2M}|  1, 8r 2 R
and |{r|(r, s) 2M}|  1, 8s 2 S .

The following lemma states the connection between an assign-
ment profile a and a matching in graph B.

Lemma 1. An assignment profile a can be mapped into a
matching M(a) = {(r, ar)|r 2 R, ar 6= 0} which satisfies

W (a) =
X

(r,s)2M(a)

er,s.

A matching M in B can be mapped into an assignment profile
a(M) with ar(M) =

P
s2S sI{(r,s)2M} which satisfies

X

(r,s)2M

er,s = W (a(M)).

Lemma 1 implies that an effective approach to find the optimal
assignment profile is to locate the maximum weighted match-
ing and then map it to an assignment profile a⇤. Based on this
observation, Protocol 1 outlines the protocol OptAssign to
find the optimal assignment profile. In protocol OptAssign,
we first construct the complete weighted bipartite graph B.
Then we find the maximum weighted matching via the al-
gorithm MaxWeightMatching(R,S,E). There are a vari-
ety of implementations of MaxWeightMatching and one
example is the Hungarian algorithm [7]. Lastly, we map the
maximum weighted matching into the optimal assignment.

Protocol 1 OptAssign(R,S,✓,v, c)
1: Construct complete undirected bipartite graph B =

(R,S,E)
2: M⇤  MaxWeightMatching(B)
3: ar(M⇤) =

P
s2S sI{(r,s)2M⇤}

4: return assignment profile (ar(M⇤) : r 2 R)

Approximate protocol. Since it is computationally expensive
to find a maximum weight matching for a large-scale graph us-
ing exact algorithms, e.g, O(N3) if using the Hungarian algo-
rithm, we propose an approximation protocol to improve com-
putational efficiency. Protocol 2 outlines GreedyAssign,
which uses a greedy approach for approximating the maximum
welfare increase. After constructing the bipartite graph, we
rank all the edges in descending order by their weights and
traverse them according to this order. If an edge (r, s) still
exists in graph B, we add it into the matching. Then delete
the corresponding requester and supplier, as well as their
adjacent edges from graph B. We repeat until there is no edge
left in B. Finally, we get a matching and we map it to the
corresponding assignment profile which is the result of the
approximate protocol.

Protocol 2 GreedyAssign(R,S,✓,v, c)
1: Construct complete undirected bipartite graph B =

(R,S,E)
2: Initialize M = ;
3: for all (r, s) 2 E in descending order by weights do

4: if (r, s) is still in B then

5: add (r, s) to M.
6: delete r and s from B.
7: else

8: skip this edge and continue.
9: end if

10: end for

11: ar(M) =
P

s2S sI{(r,s)2M}
12: return assignment profile (ar(M) : r 2 R)

Authorized licensed use limited to: Chinese University of Hong Kong. Downloaded on July 08,2023 at 08:20:59 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 



Theorem 1. Protocol GreedyAssign (Protocol 2) guar-
antees an approximation ratio of 1/2. The running time
complexity of GreedyAssign is bounded by O(|E| log |E|).

Remark: Theorem 1 states that GreedyAssign can achieve
a guaranteed approximation ratio of at least 1/2 for user-
centric welfare increase with much smaller time complexity
than OptAssign which uses an exact search algorithm like
the Hungarian algorithm. The technical proof of Theorem 1 is
presented in our technical report [8].

B. Online Learning Protocol

Protocol design. Now we use Protocol 1 as a building block to
study the assignment problem in the user-centric aspect where
the CTR vector ✓ is unknown to requesters and suppliers.
In this setting, one needs to balance the exploration and
exploitation tradeoff. We achieve this tradeoff via the upper
confidence bound (UCB) method [9]. At time step t, for each
requester, an unbiased estimator of ✓r can be

b✓r =

P
⌧2[t]

N(⌧)
(r,a⌧,r)

S(r,a⌧,r)
I{a⌧,r 6= 0}

P
⌧2[t] I{a⌧,r 6= 0} , (3)

where N
(⌧)
(r,a⌧,r)

is the observed number of increased clicks of
r received due to a⌧,r’s reposting at time step ⌧ . Based on
Eq. (3), we apply Hoeffding inequality to derive UCB index
for ✓r. Then, we apply these UCB indexes to Protocol 1 for
selecting the assignment profile.

Protocol 3 OnlineAssign(R,S,v, c)
1: Input: v, c, (Nu : 8u 2 U)
2: for t = 1 to |R| do

3: Select r from {r|r 2 R, Nr = 0}
4: Select a random supplier s
5: Select an assignment profile at:

(at,r = s; at,r̄ = 0, 8r̄ 2 R \ {r})
6: Observe number of increased clicks N

(t)
(r,s)

7: Initialize Nr = 1
8: Initialize ✓̄r = N

(t)
(r,s)/S(r,s)

9: end for

10: for t = |R|+ 1 to T do

11: Denote ✓̄+ = (✓̄+r : r 2 R)
12: at  OptAssign(R,S, ✓̄+

,v, c)
13: Observe N

(t)
(r,at,r)

for 8r 2 R0
t

14: for r 2 R0
t do

15: Update Nr = Nr + 1

16: Update ✓̄r =
⇣
(Nr � 1)✓̄r +N

(t)
(r,at,r)

/S(r,at,r)

⌘
/Nr

17: Update ✓̄
+
r = ✓̄r +

p
3 log t/2Nr

18: end for

19: end for

Protocol 3 outlines details of the above UCB-based method,
leading to our protocol OnlineAssign. Initially, we use
|R| rounds of forced exploration to obtain samples of the
CTR for each requester r. In the meantime, we keep track

of some statistics of the assignment history: Nr which is the
number of times the requester r has been assigned a supplier
till the current round; ✓̄r which is the empirical mean of
sampled CTRs till the current round; and the UCB index
✓̄
+
r which adds an adjustment term to ✓̄r. In the remaining

rounds after the forced exploration, we take the UCB index
vector ✓̄+ = (✓̄+r : r 2 R) as the input CTR vector of oracle
OptAssign (Protocol 1) to decide the best assignment profile
for this round, and we update Nr, ✓̄r and ✓̄

+
r for each requester

according to the observed clicks.
Protocol analysis. First, the time complexity of Proto-
col 3 mainly depends on the number of calls of oracle
OnlineAssign which is smaller than T , as well as the
implementation and the time complexity of OnlineAssign.
Besides, the following theorem states the performance guar-
antee of Protocol 3.

Theorem 2. For all T > |R|, protocol OptAssign (Proto-
col 3) achieves a sub-linear regret

E[RT ]  O(k log(T )),

where k is defined as:

k , max
(r,s)2R⇥S

S
2
(r,s)

6min(|R|, |S|)3

�2
min

�max,

�max , max
a2A\{a⇤}

W (a⇤)�W (a),

�min = min
a2A\{a⇤}

W (a⇤)�W (a).

Remark: Theorem 2 states that the regret of protocol
OnlineAssign is sub-linear to T , which implies the average
single-round regret decreases with T and the average single-
round welfare increase asymptotically approaches the optimal
W (a⇤). The technical proof of Theorem 2 is presented in our
technical report [8].

IV. PLATFORM-CENTRIC WELFARE INCREASE
MAXIMIZATION

In this section, we consider the problem of platform-
centric welfare increase maximization where unit valuations
and unit costs are private information and not accessible to
the platform. We first study a setting where the CTR vector ✓
is known to the platform, then we generalize it to the setting
where ✓ is unknown.

A. Truthful Offline Protocol

We first consider the setting that the CTR vector ✓ is known,
but the requesters’ unit valuations and suppliers’ unit costs are
unknown to the platform. The protocol for this setting serves as
a building block for the setting where ✓ is also unknown. The
core idea is to design a protocol to solicit true unit valuations
from requesters and true unit costs from suppliers, and then
apply Protocol 1 to find the optimal assignment profile to
optimize welfare increase. Note that such protocol design is
independent of time step t. Thus, we omit the subscript or
superscript of t for ease of presentation.
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Protocol design. Before assigning suppliers to requesters,
the platform asks each requester r 2 R to report their unit
valuation br, and asks each supplier s 2 S to report their unit
cost bs. We define the reported valuation profile of a subset
of requesters X ✓ R as

b|X=(bu : u 2 X ),

and the reported cost profile of a subset of suppliers Y ✓ S
as

b|Y=(bu : u 2 Y).

We then use OptAssign (Protocol 1) as an oracle to get the
optimal assignment profile. Note that here we use the reported
unit valuations b|R and reported unit costs b|S as the input unit
valuations and unit costs of OptAssign. One can easily see
that if requesters and suppliers report truthfully, i.e., b|R = v
and b|S = c, then the output assignment profile is exactly
the optimal assignment profile. However, the challenge lies in
designing a protocol to stimulate requesters and suppliers to
report truthfully. Before diving into the protocol design, we
define the following optimal assignment function to assist our
presentation.

Definition 4 (Optimal assignment function and pseudo welfare
increase). Suppose only a subset of requesters X ✓ R
and a subset of suppliers Y ✓ S are available. Define the
corresponding optimal assignment function as A⇤(X ,Y,✓) ,
(A⇤

u(X ,Y,✓) : u 2 X ), where

A⇤(X ,Y,✓) = OptAssign(X ,Y,✓, b|X , b|Y).

Furthermore, we define the corresponding pseudo welfare
increase with respect to X and Y as

W
⇤(X ,Y,✓) =

X

u2X
S(u,A⇤

u(X ,Y,✓))✓u(bu � bA⇤
u(X ,Y,✓)).

Namely, A⇤(X ,Y,✓) is the optimal assignment profile when
only a subset of requesters X ✓ R and a subset of suppliers
Y ✓ S are available and their unit valuations and unit costs
are assumed to be b|X and b|Y .

Based on the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism
[10]–[12], we design the charging scheme and reward scheme
where each requester (resp., supplier) is charged (resp., re-
warded) for the externality, which is the difference between the
welfare increase in the absence of him and the welfare increase
in the presence of him. In the presence of requester r 2 R,
the expected welfare increase of other requesters R\ {r} and
suppliers S can be calculated as

W
⇤(R,S,✓)| {z }

welfare increase of S and R

� S(r,A⇤
r(R,S,✓))✓rbr| {z }

valuation increase of r

,

In the absence of requester r 2 R, the expected welfare
increase of other requesters R \ {r} and suppliers S can be
calculated as W

⇤(R \ {r},S,✓). To stimulate the requester
r 2 R to report his true unit valuations, we design a
charging scheme where the platform charges r by the marginal

deduction on the welfare increase of other requesters R\ {r}
and suppliers S , formally,

pr(b|R, b|S ,✓) = W
⇤(R \ {r},S,✓)| {z }

welfare increase in the absence of r

� (W ⇤(R,S,✓)� S(r,A⇤
r(R,S,✓))✓rbr)| {z }

welfare increase in the presence of r

. (4)

The above can be interpreted as the loss of other participating
users’ welfare increase due to the existence of r. Note that
this charging scheme pr(b|R, b|S ,✓) applies to all requesters
r 2 R.

Similarly, we calculate the reward for suppliers as follows.
In the presence of the supplier s 2 S , the welfare increase to
requesters R and other suppliers S \ {s} can be calculated as

W
⇤(R,S,✓)| {z }

welfare increase of R and S

+S(A⇤�1
s (R,S,✓),s)✓A⇤�1

s (R,S,✓)bs| {z }
cost of supplier s

.

where A
⇤�1
s (R,S,✓) denotes the requester who is assigned

to supplier s under the assignment profile A⇤(R,S,✓), and
we set A⇤�1

s (R,S,✓) = 0 by default when s is not assigned
to any requester. In the absence of supplier s 2 S , the welfare
increase to requesters R and other suppliers S \ {s} can be
calculated as W

⇤(R,S \ {s},✓). To stimulate the supplier
s 2 S to report his true unit costs, we design a reward scheme
where the platform rewards s by the marginal contribution
to the welfare increase of requesters R and other suppliers
S \ {s}, formally,

qs(b|R, b|S ,✓)
= W

⇤(R,S,✓) + S(A⇤�1
s (R,S,✓),s)✓A⇤�1

s (R,S,✓)bs| {z }
welfare increase in the presence of s

� W
⇤(R,S \ {s},✓)| {z }

welfare increase in the absence of s

. (5)

The above can be interpreted as the gain of other participating
users’ welfare increase due to the existence of s. Note that this
reward scheme qs(b|R, b|S ,✓) applies to all suppliers s 2 S .
Protocol analysis. We analyze the properties of our protocol
specified by the charging scheme pr(b|R, b|S ,✓), 8r 2 R and
the reward scheme qs(b|R, b|S ,✓), 8s 2 S . We first define the
utility for requesters and suppliers.

Definition 5 (Utility). Given the reported profile (b|R, b|S),
the CTR vector ✓, and the assignment profile A⇤(R,S,✓)
(i.e., the result of OptAssign(R,S,✓, b|R, b|S)), then the
utility of a requester r 2 R is defined as:

Ur(b|R, b|S ;✓) , vrN(r,A⇤
r(R,S,✓)) � pr(b|R, b|S ,✓),

and the utility of a supplier s 2 S is also defined as his
marginal gain:

Us(b|R, b|S ;✓) ,qs(b|R, b|S ,✓)� csN(A⇤�1
s (R,S,✓),s),

where N(r,s) is the increased number of clicks of requester r

contributed by s’s reposting, i.e., the number of clicks from
users in Ns \ Nr.
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In the following, we introduce some conceptions of mech-
anism design from the perspective of reposting service.

Definition 6 (Efficient). A protocol is efficient if the selected
assignment profile a maximizes the welfare increase, i.e., a 2
argmaxa2A W (a).

The efficient property states that by using this protocol, the
assignment profile achieves the maximum welfare increase.

Definition 7 (Dominant strategy incentive compatible (DSIC)
[13]). A protocol is DSIC (or truthful) if it satisfies the
following conditions. For 8r 2 R, 8br, 8b|R\{r}, 8b|S we
have

E[Ur((vr, b|R\{r}), b|S ;✓)] � E[Ur((br, b|R\{r}), b|S ;✓)],

and for 8s 2 S, 8bs, 8b|R, 8b|S\{s} we have

E[Us(b|R, (cs, b|S\{s});✓)] � E[Us(b|R, (bs, b|S\{s});✓)].

The DISC property states that reporting unit valuation (resp.,
cost) truthfully is a weakly-dominant strategy for each re-
quester (resp., supplier). Given that users are all rational, DSIC
implies that all requesters and suppliers will report truthfully.

Definition 8 (Ex-interim individually rational (EIIR)). A pro-
tocol is EIIR if for 8r 2 R we have

E[Ur((vr, b|R\{r}), b|S ;✓)] � 0,

and for 8s 2 S we have

E[Us(b|R, (cs, b|S\{s});✓)] � 0.

The EIIR property states that participating in and reporting unit
valuation/cost truthfully will not lead to a negative expected
utility. This guarantees that requesters and suppliers have the
incentive to participate in the reposting service.

Theorem 3. The proposed protocol is efficient, DSIC and
EIIR.

Remark: Theorem 3 states that our proposed protocol can
guarantee that requesters and suppliers would achieve the
optimal and non-negative utilities by reporting their unit
valuations/costs truthfully. As a result, the protocol can guar-
antee the maximum welfare increase even without given unit
valuations and unit costs at first. We postpone the proof to
Section VII.

B. Truthful Online Protocol
Now we study the most challenging setting where the CTRs

✓, requesters’ unit valuations v and suppliers’ unit costs c are
all unknown to the platform.
Protocol design. Since ✓ is unknown, the charging scheme
pr(b|R, b|S ,✓) and the reward scheme qs(b|R, b|S ,✓) which
depend on ✓ are also unable to calculate. To address this
challenge, we propose an “explore-then-commit” online pro-
tocol StrategicOnlineAssign, which is outlined in
Protocol 4. This protocol has two phases: the exploration
phase and the commit phase. The exploration phase runs for

max{�, |R|�
|S| } rounds so that each requester is selected for at

least � rounds. Exploration rounds do not involve charges and
rewards. After the exploration phase, we use ✓̄, the empirical
mean of CTR samples, to estimate ✓. Then, the protocol goes
into the commit phase. In this phase, we use ✓̄ to estimate
the optimal assignment profile, i.e., A⇤(R,S, ✓̄), and this
assignment profile is fixed for the remaining rounds. We also
use ✓̄ to calculate the charging scheme pr(b|R, b|S , ✓̄) and the
reward scheme qs(b|R, b|S , ✓̄) in each round in the commit
phase.

Protocol 4 StrategicOnlineAssign(R,S).
1: Input: (Nu : 8u 2 U)
2: Solicit unit valuations b|R and unit costs b|S
3: Initialize Nr = 0, ✓̄r = 0, 8r 2 R
4: for t = 1 to max{�, |R|�

|S| } do

5: Select an assignment at, s.t. |M(at)| = min{|R|, |S|}
6: for r 2 R0

t do

7: Observe N
(t)
(r,at,r)

8: Update Nr = Nr + 1

9: Update ✓̄r =
⇣
(Nr � 1)✓̄r +N

(t)
(r,at,r)

/S(r,at,r)

⌘
/Nr

10: end for

11: end for

12: Denote ✓̄ = (✓̄r : r 2 R)
13: Denote â⇤  OptAssign(R,S, ✓̄, b|R, b|S)
14: for t = max{�, |R|�

|S| }+ 1 to T do

15: Select assignment at = A⇤(R,S, ✓̄)
16: for r 2 R0

t do

17: r is charged pt,r = pr(b|R, b|S , ✓̄)
18: s = at,r is rewarded qt,s = qs(b|R, b|S , ✓̄)
19: end for

20: end for

We prove that protocol 4 can stimulate requesters/suppliers
to report their unit valuations/costs truthfully. We also prove
that protocol StrategicOnlineAssign also has a sub-
linear regret. This sublinear regret guides us to select �. Due
to page limit, we present them in our technical report [8].

V. EXPERIMENTS ON REAL-WORLD DATASETS

In this section, we conduct experiments on two real-world
datasets Twitter and Google+ to evaluate the performance of
our proposed protocols.

A. Experimental Settings

The real-world datasets we use for evaluation are described
as follows.

• Twitter Social Network [14]: It is a sub-network of
the Twitter user-user following network which contains
23,370 nodes and 33,101 directed edges. A node rep-
resents a user and a directed edge indicates that a user
follows another user.

• Google+ Social Network [14]: It is a sub-network of
the Google+ user-user following network which contains
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23,628 nodes and 39,242 directed edges. A node repre-
sents a user and a directed edge denotes that one user has
the other user in his circles.

In the above two datasets, there are no requesters or
suppliers. Thus, we sample two subsets of users uniformly
at random as requesters and suppliers in each dataset. Specif-
ically, we sample 0.25% users as requesters and 0.25% users
as suppliers. Besides, the datasets do not contain CTRs ✓. The
CTR of each requester is independently sampled from [0, 1]
uniformly at random. We synthesize the unit valuation of a
requester with degree d as

(1 + d/dmax)�

2�
2 [0, 1], (6)

and synthesize the unit cost of a supplier with degree d as

1� (1 + d/dmax)�

2�
2 [0, 1], (7)

where dmax is the largest degree in the network and � > 0 is a
parameter of the function to control the relationship between
degree and unit valuation/cost. Specifically, Eq. (6) models
that a requester with a larger degree tends to have a larger
unit valuation vr and Eq. (7) models that a supplier with a
smaller degree tends to have a larger unit cost cs. We use
� = 0.8 in the experiments unless otherwise specified.

We compare our protocols with other baselines. We use
Optimal to refer to the optimal result that can be achieved
under the setting with full knowledge, i.e., CTRs, unit val-
uations and unit costs are all accessible. We also have
the following three heuristic methods: DegradedAssignI,
DegradedAssignII and DegradedAssignIII. They
use an framework similar to OptAssign to determine the
assignment in each round. The only difference is the step
in Line 1 of Protocol 1, which is to compute the weight
er,s of each edge (r, s) when constructing the bipartite
graph. More specifically, DegradedAssignI use er,s =
S(r,s)(vr � cs), DegradedAssignII use er,s = S(r,s)✓r,
and DegradedAssignIII use er,s = S(r,s).

B. Evaluate OptAssign and GreedyAssign

We compare two protocols, i.e., OptAssign which uses
the Hungarian algorithm to find the maximum weighted
matching in Protocol 1, and GreedyAssign which uses
the greedy algorithm stated in Protocol 2 to find the max-
imum weighted matching, concerning welfare increase and
running time. We evaluate these two protocols on datasets
in the setting with full knowledge. From Fig. 1(a), one
can observe that for both datasets, the welfare increases
achieved by GreedyAssign is only slightly less than that
achieved by OptAssign. Fig. 1(b) shows the running time
of OptAssign and GreedyAssign. From Fig. 1(b), one
can observe that OptAssign takes much more running
time than GreedyAssign does. These results show that in
the user-centric setting with known CTRs (full knowledge),
GreedyAssign can reduce the computational complexity
significantly with only a slight drop in the welfare increase.

(a) welfare increase (b) running time

Fig. 1: Compare OptAssign and GreedyAssign.

(a) Google+ (b) Twitter

Fig. 2: Compare welfare increase of different methods.

C. Evaluate OnlineAssign

We now evaluate OnlineAssign (Protocol 3) which is
designed for the user-centric aspect with unknown CTRs.
We run T = 200 rounds. We assume that for requester r,
the observed samples of CTR across different rounds are
independent and identically distributed Gaussian distribution
with mean ✓r and variance 1. For comparison, we also
show the cumulative welfare increase of heuristic method
DegradedAssignI, which can be interpreted as a situation
where the CTRs of all the requesters are assumed to be 1
seeing as CTRs are unknown. Fig. 2 shows the cumulative wel-
fare increase of different methods. For both datasets, one can
observe that the slope of the OnlineAssign curve increases
with time and converges to the slope of Optimal. This
observation verifies the logarithmic growth of regret stated
in Theorem 2. In other words, protocol OnlineAssign

can achieve a near-optimal single-round welfare increase in
the later rounds, even though the exact values of CTRs are
unknown at the beginning. Besides, in each dataset, after
round 20 or so, the curve of OnlineAssign is always above
DegradedAssignI and steeper than DegradedAssignI,
which shows OnlineAssign performs much better than the
heuristic method when the time horizon is large.

D. Evaluate Truthful Offline Protocol

We evaluate our truthful protocol proposed in Subsection
IV-A for the platform-centric aspect where the platform knows
CTRs but does not know the unit valuations and unit costs.
Recall that the protocol charges requesters according to Eq. (4)
and rewards suppliers according to Eq. (5). We compare users’
utilities achieved by truthful reporting and untruthful reporting
to verify the DSIC property. For untruthful reporting, the
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(a) Google+. Requester No.17404 (b) Google+. Supplier No.1276

(c) Twitter. Requester No.2809 (d) Twitter. Supplier No.12925

Fig. 3: User’s utility under different reporting strategies.

reports of requesters and suppliers are twisted as br = ↵vr

and bs = �cs respectively, where ↵,� 2 R+ are twist
coefficients. Specifically, we sample one requester and one
supplier uniformly at random from each dataset. The values
of twist coefficients ↵ and � are ranged from 0 to 2, with
step size 0.2. Fig. 3 shows the utilities of sampled requesters
and suppliers when they use different reporting strategies. For
both datasets and all the requesters and suppliers, the utilities
achieved by untruthful reporting (i.e., twist coefficients are not
1) are lower than or equal to the utilities achieved by truthful
reporting. It implies that reporting truthfully is a weakly-
dominant strategy which maximizes one’s utility.

To show the performance associated with welfare increase,
we compare our proposed protocol with heuristic method
DegradedAssignII, which can be interpreted as a sit-
uation where the unit valuations of all the requesters are
assumed to be 1 and unit costs of all the suppliers are assumed
to be 0 seeing as unit valuations and unit costs CTRs are
unknown. Fig. 4 shows the single-round welfare increase
achieved by different methods. For both datasets, one can
observe that the welfare increases achieved by our proposed
protocol are the same as the welfare increases achieved by
OptAssign (results in Fig. 1(a)). This observation verifies
the efficient property of our protocol. Besides, the welfare
increases achieved by our proposed protocol are higher than
the heuristic method.

E. Evaluate StrategicOnlineAssign

We evaluate the protocol StrategicOnlineAssign

proposed in Subsection IV-B for the platform-centric aspect
with unknown CTRs, i.e., the setting where the platform does
not know the CTRs, unit valuations and unit costs. We apply
protocol StrategicOnlineAssign on both datasets for
T = 200 rounds. We vary �, the number of rounds in the
exploration phase, to study its impact on cumulative welfare

Fig. 4: Compare welfare increase of different methods.

(a) Google+ (b) Twitter

Fig. 5: Compare cumulative welfare increase of different
methods and different values of �.

increase. We also compute the value �
⇤ that minimizes the

regret upper bound of Protocol 4 (please refer to our technical
report [8] for the regret upper bound) and ensures the tightest
upper bound given T = 200. For both datasets, the solution
are �

⇤ = 26. For comparison, we compare it with heuristic
method DegradedAssignIII which can be interpreted as
a situation where the CTRs of all the requesters are assumed
to be 1, the unit valuations of all the requesters are assumed
to be 1 and unit costs of all the suppliers are assumed to
be 0, seeing as all of these are unknown to the platform.
Fig. 5 shows the cumulative welfare increases when we use
DegradedAssignIII and StrategicOnlineAssign

with different values of �. We can observe that for both
datasets, the protocol using � = �

⇤ achieves a larger
cumulative welfare increase in the end than using other
� values. Besides, compared with DegradedAssignIII,
StrategicOnlineAssign (� = �

⇤) achieves a larger
cumulative welfare increase in the end in both datasets.
We can also observe that, for both datasets, the slope
of StrategicOnlineAssign (� = �

⇤) in round 200
is steeper than DegradedAssignIII and similar to
Optimal, which implies a near-optimal single-round welfare
increase in the later rounds.

VI. RELATED WORK

Application perspective. From an application perspective,
there are lots of previous works studying the topic of social
network visibility from different aspects. Firstly, some works
study visibility from a measurement perspective [15], [16],
which revealed insights into the pattern of visibility of different
users. Secondly, many works focus on how to boost visibility
in OSNs, i.e., to reach a large and diverse population of users,
and the methods can be categorized into two classes. The first
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class of methods resorts to new connections establishment,
i.e., selecting appropriate users to connect so that the visibility
can be efficiently increased [17]–[19]. The second class is by
way of optimizing the broadcasting of contents, e.g., to select
the appropriate time for a user to post or share his content
[20]–[24] and select users who are influential to broadcast
the content (influence maximization problem) [25]–[27]. Our
work also falls in the second class. Lastly, there are also some
works devoted to users who run businesses in OSNs associated
with their visibility. Some of them consider the setting where
multiple product sellers compete for making their products get
larger visibility [1]–[4]. Besides, some analytical models were
proposed to analyze the competition and equilibrium among
multiple product sellers [1], [2], [4] and the fairness among
product sellers [3]. The main differences between our work
and mentioned previous work are as follows: (a) we use a
quite different model of visibility which captures factors such
as CTRs, unit valuations and unit costs, but in previous works
these factors are either not captured or assumed to be known;
and (b) the visibility is boosted via reposting behavior, which
is different from the strategies used in the above-mentioned
works.
Methodology perspective. From a methodology perspective,
our work is closely related to combinatorial multi-armed ban-
dit (CMAB), mechanism design and online mechanism design.
Firstly, CMAB [28], [29] is a variant of the classic MAB
model [30], where multiple arms (a.k.a. a super arm) can be
pulled in each round in contrast. In protocol OnlineAssign,
we customize the framework of CMAB to our setting by taking
an assignment profile as a super arm. The second aspect is
mechanism design [31]–[33] which aims to incentivize players
to act truthfully. Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism
[10]–[12] is one of the most well-known auction mechanisms.
Our truthful protocols in Subsection IV-A and Subsection
IV-B are variants of the VCG mechanism. The last aspect,
the MAB mechanism, is at the intersection of the above two
fields. The traditional MAB model simply assumes that all
arms are static choices. However, in many applications [34],
[35], the arms can represent rational and selfish individuals.
Thus, mechanism design has been applied in MAB context
to deal with the interplay between online learning and the
strategic players, leading to MAB mechanisms [36]. A typical
application of MAB mechanism is sponsored search auction
(SSA) [37]. However, the solution to SSA can not be applied
to our problem for the following major reasons: (a) SSA
simply uses a greedy assignment rule while we use a more
complicated matching-based assignment rule; and (b) SSA
involved one-side private information while our problem has
two-side private information (unit valuations and unit costs).

VII. SELECTED PROOF

A. Proof Sketch of Theorem 3

Proof. For requester r 2 R, his utility under an assignment
profile a is

Ur(b|R, b|S ;✓) = N(r,ar)vr � S(r,ar)✓rbr

+
X

r2R
S(r,ar)✓r(br � bar )�W

⇤(R \ {r},S,✓). (8)

One can observe that W
⇤(R \ {r},S,✓) is independent of

r. Thus, maximizing r’s expected utility is equivalent to
expecting the assignment profile to maximize

E
h
N(r,ar)vr � S(r,ar)✓rbr +

X
r2R

S(r,ar)✓r(br � bar )
i

=S(r,ar)✓rvr � S(r,ar)✓rbar +
X

r̄2R\{r}
S(r̄,ar̄)✓r(br̄ � bar̄ ).

(9)

We define the pseudo welfare increase function of a given
assignment profile a for 8X ✓ R, 8Y ✓ S as

W (X ,Y,✓, b|X , b|Y ;a) =
X

u2X
S(u,au)✓u(bu � bau).

One can observe that the value of Eq. (9) is exactly the value
of W (R,S,✓, (vr, b|R\{r}), b|S ;a). If requester reports br =
vr, then the platform would select the assignment profile a⇤

returned by OptAssign(R,S,✓, (vr, b|R\{r}), b|S), which
also maximizes Eq. (9). The analysis of the suppliers is similar.
Thus, we prove DSIC.

Then, the protocol is obviously efficient due to DSIC and
the optimality of the selected assignment profile.

Finally, we prove EIIR. The expected utility of r is

E[Ur(v, c;✓)] = W
⇤(R,S,✓)�W

⇤(R \ {r},S,✓). (10)

Since A⇤(R \ {r},S,✓) is also available in the real world,
Eq. (10) is non-negative. The analysis of suppliers is similar.
Thus we can prove the protocol is EIIR.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we design protocols for the reposting ser-
vice to incentivize “transactions” between requesters and
suppliers. We present a mathematical model for the repost-
ing service and formulate the welfare increase maximization
problem from both user-centric and platform-centric aspects.
For the user-centric aspect, we proposed an online protocol
OnlineAssign which uses OptAssign as an oracle to
determine the assignment profiles sequentially to maximize the
cumulative welfare increase with a provable sub-linear regret.
For the platform-centric aspect, we design an truthful online
protocol StrategicOnlineAssign which uses a VCG-
based charging and reward scheme and the “explore-then-
commit” mode. We prove that the protocol can solicit the true
unit valuations/costs and we also prove its regret. Extensive
experiments on real-world datasets validate the effectiveness
of our proposed protocols.
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